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Dear Mary,
The Sea View Yacht Club have passed your e-mail to me to deal with as I suppose I am, unofficially, the Club
archivist! I have copied two references from two different histories of the Club, plus an extract from an article
by a well-known yachting journalist of pre-war and post-war years, but these are alii have managed to find .. These aremainly based on the fact that H.C.Maudslay
invented a sail now called a spinnaker, which is probably not the reason for your query which is probably more about where the Sphinx was built; the extract from The
Complete Yachtsman gives some clue with the date 1866 but very little else bAutas you asked for
any information here goes!
In a History of the Club written in 1964 by an ex-Commodore, Jonah Whitcombe (1952-64) there is,
surprisingly, only one reference to the Maudslay family, as follows: .
"In 1908 there were no less than eight Maudslay family members in the Club but the two who were the
real backbone were Herbert (H.C) who was Hon.Secretay for eight years and Algernon, who although
Secretary for only a short while, nearly always attended meetings and afforded valuable help to the Club
in many ways."
A much fuller reference is to be found in a later history written in 1993 by another ex-Commodore, Cecil
Taylor (1970-74) as follows:
"One of the founder members was H.C.Maudslay who had made a contribution to yachting several years
earlier unequalled by any other member. In the 1860's he owned a yacht called Sphinx. Whether her
down-wind performance was unsatisfactory is not known, but for whatever reason Maudslay decided to
improve it by setting a large, full-bellied sail, with its own detachable boom, on the opposite side to the
mainsail. The new sail was so successful, no doubt after routine protests of unfair advantage from those
who could not match its performance, that it was adopted throughout the world. "Sphinx" was too much of a mouthful for precise attribution and spinnaker became the
accepted name. H.C.Maudslay was a remarkable man. He served the Club as Hon.Secretary from 1903 to 1919 when he became Vice-Commodore. He
became Commodore in 1922 and continued in that office until his death in 1926, some 60 yeare after his
great invention."
Then follows an extract from The Complete Yachtsman by B. Heckstall Smith and Captain E. du Boulay
published by Methuen in 1912 - "The Sphinx was the racing yacht which gave her name to the sail called
the "spinnaker". In 1866 when racing against the Niobe these vessels set this balloon sail, out boomed
and hoisted to the topmast head. The crew were uncertain what to call this new-fangled piece of running
canvas - some called it a "Niobe" and some a "spinxer", the Sphinx always being known by the yacht
hands as the "Spinx". The sail became commonly termed a "spinxer" and in a season or so the word
"spinnaker" was coined and generally accepted by yachtsmen. The Sphinx was then owned by Mr.H.C.
Maudslay, who is at present a keen supporter of yachting in the Solent. In spite of advancing years Mr
Maudslay is still a small-boat sailor and is the Hon.Secretary of the Sea View Yacht Club."
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Finally, I reproduce an extract from an article published in"The Field" magazine in 1954, by.John Scott
-Hughes who was for some time yachting correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph as follows:
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''The Sea View Yacht Club was established in 1893, among its founders being a Mr. H.C.Maudslay who
at one time owned a vessel named Sphinx which was one of the first boats, if not the first, to set the sail
we now call a spinnaker. The name came.from her at any rate, for referring to the new-fangled sail carried
by the Sphinx, the yacht hands spoke of a "spinker", from whence the word now used all over the world."

I do hope that the above, if not precisely what you need, will be of interest - we members of the Club take
a certain pride in the fact that the word is attributed to the boat owned by one of our members!

Best wishes,
Pam Donald
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History of the Sea View Yacht Club
The Sea View Yacht Club was founded on 27th February 1893. It was originally called the Sea View Sailing Club and was a sort of sailing co-operative,
with members invited to make donations into a central fund in order to purchase club boats. This spirit of pooled resources continues to this day and the
members of the Sea View Yacht Club are the proud owners of a fleet of keel boats called Mermaids.

After just two years as the Sea View Sailing Club, the name was changed to the Sea View Yacht Club. Since then the name of the village has evolved
from Sea View (two words) to Seaview (one word) because oftelegram charges (one word was cheaper than two), but the yacht club kept the two-worded
version.

One ofthe founder m~inbers was a gentleman called Herbert C.Maudslay. He owned a boat called The Sphinx. Mr Maudslay was very much involved in
the development ofthe spinnaker. The following extract is from The Complete Yachtsman, by B. Heckstall-Smith and Captain E. du Boulay, published by
Methuen in 1912 and explains the story.
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of twisted fib er. Anchor cables were made by twisting together several twisted fiber ropes. Almost all ropes and cables had to be protected from the
elements to prevent rot. Some, such as anchor cable, had to be waterproofed, or they would rot when stored. The twisting of the fibers in the rope making
proce created deep groves in the ropes. These rooves were even deeper between ropes making up anchor cable. These grooves made the ropes difficult
to weatherproof or waterproof. To reduce th ize of the groves, marlin was laid into them. Once this was completed, the cable was wrapped with
tarpaulin (tarred canvas) or leather depending on its intended use, then very tightly wound with more marlin. Laying marlin into the groves was called
w rrning, and the marlin was the w I'm. Wrapping the cable with tarpaulin or leather was called parceling (is not a wrapped package called a parcel?), and
the [mal windings was called crying.

By the way, the groves in twisted line had a special name. In these days of political correctness, they are called "cant lines". To fmd the real name used by
the old time sail 1'., ihange the first vowel and you'll fmd a slang term for a part of the female anatomy.

Now we'll h ik out dolphins. The dolphin striker is a nickname for the martingale boom on the bow of a sailing vesseL As dolphins are known to play in
the bow WIIV f boats, and the martingale boom is located such that it goes deep into the water as the bow falls, we can see how a sailor would give the
mnrtingul boom its nickname.

()( Ipl.illHAI'C also pilings in a harbor to aid in mooring a boat. The earliest were highly decorated, most likely with dolphins.

A 11( I Ii111111 y, by stretching things a bit we can look for that elusive sphinx, the mythical creature with the body of an animal and the head of a man. In the
iuid IXlOll., a schooner yacht named Sphinx popped a new sail for a downwind leg of a race in the Solent and blew the competition away. The sail was
. It rp d lik a huge full bellied foresail. The competition claimed that the sail covered nearly an acre, calling it Sphinx's Acre. Practically overnight all the
'Olllp IHio!') carried a similar saiL By the end ofthe decade the name was corrupted to spinnaker, the name we still use today.

.
'('I. 1I xnnplcte it for Sailor Talk that carried the names of animals. While I've been writing these articles, I've been collecting terms that don't seem to fit
III plIrti .ular category. These are terms like galley, stateroom, "a (fill in the blank) can ruin your whole day", slop chest,jury rig and rosebox.l'll cover
11.0 t '1"1118 and more in the next article.

Sailor Talk is now available in booklet form. To order, click here. ••
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